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Abstract:
The rupture of the ACL is often traumatic and will cause a disturbance in the stability of the knee, highly requested articulation during the activities of the daily life and during the sport practice. In 2012, 41,000 surgeries were performed in France, mainly affecting young sporting adults and more particularly women [1], therefore making the rupture of the ACL, the most frequent sports pathology [2]. In 2011, a poll found that 26.7% to 43.2% of injuries take place in football and 13.2% to 17.4% during winter sports [3].

Following a rupture, it is recommended to perform a surgical treatment with the objective of restoring the bundles in order to restore the function of the knee by minimizing the symptoms and the risk of complications [4]. The most performed surgery in the world is that of the Gracilis and Semitendinous graft also called STG [5, 6]. 87% of ACL surgery are uncomplicated [7] but it is possible to find joint, muscle, neuromuscular or proprioceptive ... These changes will have an impact in the regulation of bipodal posture [8, 9-11] and unipodal [12-20] statically and/or dynamically. The sports recovery is generally done around six months postoperatively through subjective criteria (answers to questionnaires, absence of feeling of instability) and unspecific [21]. Today, 75.3% of people who have had surgery return to sport at the same level as before the injury and a certain percentage did not recover after one year due to lack of confidence, fear of recidivism, or by a feeling of instability [22].
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